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Que.1 Fill in the blanks. 
(1) [Angular I\lomentum 1 = .......... ........ . . 

(a) lVrT}T-2 (b) MTJT - l (c) l1n2T (d) M[}T- 1 

(2) If line of action of? intersect the line L then moment about L = ..... .......... ..... . 
(a) 0 (b) 2 (c) 1 (d) -1 

(3) Dimension of power is ................. . 
(a) MLT-2 (b) .ML2T- 2 (c) ML2T2 (d) ML2T-3 

(4) If density p is constant then the body is said to be ..... ............ ...... . 
(a) homogeneous (b) heterogeneous ( c) exact ( d) rigid 

(5) Radial component of acceleration of a particle moving in a plane is ................ .. 
(a) r+re2 (b) r-1'8 (c) r-1'82 (d) r-riP 

Que.2 (a) State and prove Law of Parallelogram of two forces .Hence find resultant force when two forces 
are acting (i) along the same line and same direction (ii) along the same line and opposite 

5 

direction (iii) along right angles. 5 

OR 
Que.2 (b) If the fundamental law of mechanics of a particle moving on a straight line is 5 

m,d ( __ x_) = F . Find the distance traveled from the rest in time 't' under the action of a 
dt ~ 

V -72 
force F . 

Que.3 (i:l) State and prove theorem of Varignon . 

OR 
Que.3 (b) A door of " 'eight LL' . hcigllt 1u : width '2b is hanged at top and bottom .if the reaction at upper 

hinge has no n~rtici:ll compoucm , find the components of reaction at both hinge ,assume that 

5 

the \veight of the cloor acts at it's center. ·5 

QueA (a) Prove that the force of attraction of a thin spherical shell at any S 
(i) external poillt of shell is directed toward the centre and rnagnitude of force is G J\J Ir2 . 
(ii) internal point. of shell is zero . 

OR 
QueA (b) A rod A R is movable about point A , and at B attached a string whose other end is t.ied to a ring. 

The .. ring slides on a smooth horizontal \\lire passillg through A . By using principle of virtual 
. . . . . LO cos n cos e . 

work prove that honzo1ltal force necessary to keep the nng at rest IS . ( , _ \ ,'where W IS 
2 sm (\ T 3) 

vveight of the rod , nand ,3 are the inclination of the rod and the string to the horizolltal. 5 

Que.S (a) Derive differclltial equcl i ion of suspension bridge. A.lso show thaL it represl'nt the eqn8 t.iun of 
p8.r8.bob and also find irs t.cn,.;ion . 5 

OR 
Que.S (b) A particle mows ill a cdtenary 8 = dan '1/;. The direction of its ~\cceleratioll at a point makes 

equal angle with t.he tangent alld normal to the path at the point . If the speed i:lt the vertex 
w'here 4,' = 0 is /I, thell show that the velocity and resul tant acceleratioll at (my point i:"1'<::: gi n:m 

l2v2( 21l' co:-,20 
by liel

;' and ' respecti vely. .s 
c 


